The Trouble With Success
problem for the board to figure out what
to do. Some volunteers are also racers and
they never got to make a run with their
vehicles all week - we were that busy. We
did set up a special set of clocks on the
short course that allowed folks to be timed
within the first mile and then turn off earlier. A good number of people took
advantage of the new timing section and it
kept the action going.”
What about running cars by categories as is done in drag racing? “No, I
don’t think it would work as we have too
many classes and it might create too much
animosity, right now everyone is suffering
equally.” Adding another course means
building another timing tower, training
course stewards, expanding the clocks,
adding to staging and starting
“Progress does not emerge from backing mediocrity or routine,” line personnel.”
Always a reasonable and
– Allen Andres, author The Mad Motorists 1907 Peking-to-Paris Race.
observant guy, Toller concluded, “Land speed racing is not
told me he was exhausted trying to orient since everyone paid the same price, every- cheap, but it is affordable. Where else can
nearly 200 go-fast plebes. Timer Glenn one needed to get treated the same. We you race the same car for 20 years and
Barrett reported that they managed to get are open to suggestions and ask that if you remain competitive the entire period of
2,018 runs completed - a vehicle sent have an idea please contact a board mem- time? Most people can’t afford to get into
other forms of motorsports because it is
down once every 4 minutes on both cours- ber.”
SCTA Vice President and BNI board too expensive, so they see LSR as a chance
es. That’s working, folks. It is critical to
remember that every run, every record set member Jim Dunn echoed Dannenfelzer’s to actually go racing.”
Those long lines also meant the really
was only made possible by more than 100 take on special treatment for high-speed
cars, “Isn’t everyone’s vehicle special? fast vehicles, the ones that require special
volunteers who toil unpaid EVERY year.
All this success did not come without Logistics are the substantial reason why we preparation to stay safe at high-speed didexacting a price. The staging lanes were didn’t have a third course. Most folks are n’t get to run much. As the heat of the day
crammed and wait times to the starting OK with waiting as long as they see racers comes in, the water table rises, the salt gets
line averaged five hours. That meant being going down the course because they know a bit mushier and the course gets chewed
up as runs pile up.
able to only get in one run per day in their turn is coming.”
Afternoons at Bonneville are a lousy
Asked about banning motorcycles to
oppressive pizza oven hot weather. But
wait they did because the salt surface was reduce lines, he quickly answered, “No, time to attempt speeds in excess of
glorious and begged to be run upon. The motorcycles are much less of a problem to 350MPH. Further, while it is permissible
constant radio traffic attested that meet run. They are quick to start, run, plus they to retain your spot in line by leaving your
racer in the staging lanes overnight, for
officials were very busy solving problems get off the course faster.”
Steve Toller, another BNI board some cars that is simply too risky. This is
and educating participants all week long.
Come Friday, everyone was exhausted, but member confessed, “It is a maddening especially true if elaborate warm-up proceAllen would have marveled at the
non-conforming enterprise of straight line
racing entrants. They are not famous.
They care little for celebrity but are awash
in personal satisfaction and the delights of
friendship. Their members are solidly
rooted in the ordinary, yet they are most
extraordinary in deed. They are the fastest
folks on earth.
Over the past few years the ranks have
steadily burgeoned and I have begun to
wonder if too much success is causing land
speed racing to implode. After shuffling
the numbers it ended up that just shy of
400 cars, trucks and motorcycles showed
up to run at this year’s Speedweek.
Greg Waters, the gentleman in
charge of teaching rookies the salt ropes,

happy that Speedweek unfolded with little
trouble – only two crashes of note and
both drivers were unhurt.
There is no indication this sport is
losing momentum to attract newcomers. I
have noticed a modest, steady growth for
the past decade. Not only are there more
racers, but they are staying longer. Ditto
for spectators. I asked some of the Bonneville Nationals, Inc. (BNI) board
members if they thought some changes
might be coming to streamline next year’s
event and ease up on the wait times.
BNI Board Member Fred Dannenfelzer led off: “We knew the lines would be
long and had discussed the idea of letting
the faster cars have preference in running
early in the morning, but decided that
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dures are required. So if the big dogs are
getting squeezed out, where do they go to
test themselves? To set records?
THOSE PESKY WORLD RECORDS
It is no revelation to anyone in the
sport that I have been a harsh, outspoken
critic of the FIA’s utter lack of respect
towards American land speed racers. My
ire was borne out of the FIA’s woefully
out-of-date World Record Roster – especially for the flying mile records in
Category A and B where most land speed
racers’ names ought to be found but
instead are merely blanks. In some cases
the errors and omission go back to 1965.
To that end, USAC’s LSR timer Dave
Petrali and I were asked by Burdett Martin, the former Automobile Competition
Committee for the United States
(ACCUS) president, to prepare a report
identifying all the errors and omissions.
We did, and two years ago gave him the
updated and triple verified records data.
Nothing happened and I published
our work here in this space nearly two
years ago. The list remains outdated. The
new ACCUS president, Nick Craw, has
said he will look into the claim and I have
sent him the list. Craw may prove to be a
real leader on this point so I’m willing to
give him a chance to do right by the land
speed racer. It would please me immensely
to quit harping on this problem and profusely thank ACCUS and FIA for getting
the list up to date. That’s it, that’s all I ask
for on behalf of the sport.
However, there are other chronic,
monumental and unresolved problems
with how ACCUS and FIA treated the
SCTA/BNI, forcing SCTA/BNI to stop
hosting FIA sanctioned events out of desperation – not choice. This left it up to the
individual racer to arrange for an FIA
sanction if they wanted to make an attempt
on a world record - a damned expensive
proposition for the vast majority of LSR
folks. Further, it has been my repeated
personal experience over several years that
every steward sent by FIA was ill-prepared
to function effectively and had little, if any
understanding of the sport they had been
sent to observe
Mike Cook recognized this and
formed Land Speed Events which operates
within his existing business, Cook Motorsports. He became an ACCUS track
steward in early 2006, which empowers
him, under a sanctioning body (normally
USAC), to set-up and conduct private
speed meets.
Thus far he has successfully conducted three meets that have resulted in three
world records: the Honda Formula One at
246MPH, the JCB Dieselmax streamliner
at 328MPH and 350MPH and Russ
Wicks’ NASCAR test and tune session
that netted a 237MPH average.
Cook has been criticized by some who
believe that this new venture is a conflict
of interest because he also is on the SCTA
Board of Directors and sitting BNI Chairman. Ok, this could be viewed as too cozy
a situation if we were talking about a segment of motorsports that oozed
sponsorship money, or if championship
titles were at stake. But it’s not. To have
someone with such race-proven credentials
as Mike Cook setting up a private speed

timing event makes good practical sense.
What you get is a professionally run and
SAFE time trial for amateur aspirants.
“Conflict is a tough thing for anyone,” cautioned Toller who recognized
that back-biting is bad for everyone, “Mike
has to remember that the BNI comes first.
I put the BNI first because when our
members vote us onto the board they
expect us to take care of them. Good
things can come out of this new business
because Mike certainly has the experience,
ability and knowledge to help the racer.
His events will be put on correctly.”
Toller also noted that it was sad that
the World Finals had gained such popularity that it shut out the very event created
to run fast cars. “I wish we could have a
special event for just the fast cars, but you
never know - the future isn’t here yet.”
BNI board member Mike Waters,
who also volunteers his service to “Save
The Salt” astutely observed that the big
crowds and bulging entries might be a
flash in the pan, because “Everything is
dependent on salt conditions and we may
not get the same level of interest next year.
There has been talk of limiting entries,
having rookies get their licenses elsewhere,
or adding a third course – something that
it is not always doable some years and
requires a lot more trained volunteers.”
Waters expects in-depth examination
of this year’s developments, but prefers
refining the existing structure to expanding. Further, while he welcomes member
input, he also wishes those ideas arrived
with fully developed implementation plans.
“We don’t have the luxury of a paid staff;
we are completely dependent on volunteers who change annually. If some people
can’t tolerate the lines, they have to
remember we are about hot rods, we are
the little people and if the big dogs don’t
like it they don’t have to come back.”
As for private time meets Waters
spoke protectively, “We are not in the
business of putting on private time meets,

all the money the BNI makes belongs to
SCTA which is comprised of over 600
members who own the organization. Interest in setting a BNI International record (a
mirror image of an FIA record) has
declined. Why wear out the volunteers if
few care? We could tag on a couple FIA
days at the back end of an existing event,”
mused Waters, “But it is a hazard to run
two ways and we simply have too many
entries now. We will continue on our mission to provide a venue for hot rodders,
but anything else is stepping off our path.”
The “hazard” Waters referred to is
the 2002 last run of Nolan White’s FIA
attempt. White, an outstanding, brilliant
LSR competitor, insisted on reversing his
run order running northbound first, saving
the southbound return run to run “pedalto-the-metal.” He never got that far.
White’s parachutes ripped off on the
northbound forcing him to turn at
extremely high speeds to avoid intersecting
Interstate 80. The car tumbled violently.
God only knows what the outcome would
have been if he had been running the
opposite way first, where the only hazard
was thin salt with sticky mud for miles.
“We thought that was the safest
approach for a two-way run” Rick White,
Nolan’s son and racing partner told me,”
We always wanted the first run to be easy
on the driver and the drive line - so we had
something to come back with. 30 years ago
you could find enough space to make safe
two-way, but today you can’t.”
White’s death deeply affected the
entire LSR community that had only lost 8
people in 54 years; he died trying to get his
name and car into the world record books
that demand a pair of runs in opposite
directions within 60 minutes. It was his
great dream and it consumed him. It is this
dedication that keeps me banging on the
FIA door to do its job with the records list.
Marlo Treit arrived at Bonneville for
the first time in 1957 and has been coming
back ever since; he is in the last stages of

building a streamliner that he hopes will
reach 550 MPH and wonders what kind of
venue will be available by the time the car
is ready.
“For years, the only recognized
authority has been the French,” he said,
“The only people who got big kudos and
lots of ink for their speed efforts have been
through an FIA record not a Bonneville
record. Mickey Thompson is an exception.
I don’t feel a BNI, or USFRA record has
the influence, but I also don’t believe the
FIA idiots and their governing people are
the best bet either. As an amateur event, I
support everyone getting the same treatment, no preferential treatment because
they were capable of setting high-speed
records. We might be able to get in more
runs and reduce wait times with better
staging procedures.’
Fred Dannenfelzer also weighed
in, “The BNI dropped the ball when it
comes to dealing with the really fast cars.
World Finals was originally just for fast
cars, but today anyone can attend so it
winds up that the fast cars are being
squeezed out. Mike is filling a need.”
SCTA/BNI is not in the private
timing business and it is illogical to think
they should cater to a handful of cars with
100 cars waiting in the pits. Cook
explained that “time is the enemy, totally
the enemy” because it takes a minimum of
one hour 15 minutes to run an FIA car
versus a SCTA vehicle running every 4
minutes. “The sport’s popularity has
pushed the FIA and high speed cars out of
regular scheduled events,” he said, running
FIA at a BNI meet caused more problems
for the event officials and class record racers than it helped.”
Cook whittled the cost down to
$32,000 for a private time event for three
cars in late September. The unaffordable
became affordable, but the racers still had
to be responsible for ambulance, insurance, BLM and State permits. That 32
grand bought a fully prepared 11-mile (this

year) and surveyed course, signage, timing
and the all-important sanctioning. It took
four people working two weeks sun-up to
sundown to get things in order.
Jim Dunn noted, “Cook’s Land Speed
Events business doesn’t take anything away
from SCTA or the BNI,” noted Dunn, “I
believe it is beneficial to us because we
have someone out on the salt representing
the sport in a good light, especially with
the BLM, or state and city officials.”
Cook has long been the “go-to” guy
for LSR training. “I’ve taught lots of auto
company employees as well as individuals
how to land speed race, to handle a car.
We also help setup the crew and the pit to
make their racing easier.” He creates a
practice day that starts at $750 per day and
rises with the needs of the driver and vehicle.
What dilemma. You do your best to
get to the top of your sport and find you
have outgrown the very hobby you have
dedicated yourself to. You get to the pinnacle of the sport and feel alone because
the very sanctioning body that nurtured
you can no longer accommodate you without causing undue hardship for the
majority of the racers.
“The ultimate ink comes from the
high speed cars,” Cook said flatly,
“Streamliners have few opportunities to
get the ultimate records. My goal is to
eventually have a cost effective FIA or BNI
International meet hopefully once a year.”
Land speed racer, engineer and jovial
fellow John Bjorkman told me some
months ago, “There is a lot of contention
about which group has credibility - The
FIA has been very non-responsive to the
sport, but they still have the clout. SCTA
has ability to certify records and the will,
which is more than what we can say for the
FIA. In the end it’s a performance thing,
not a paper thing.”
Amen brother.
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